ROCKANCHOR

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
ROCKANCHOR modules are shipped assembled, each consisting of a

forged anchor bolt, expansion shell, welded pipe and assembly, washer and nut; along
with the required field assembly hardware (2 studs c/w nuts each and 4 lag bolts) included in a separate plastic bag. Each pole installation requires 3, 4 or 5 modules, depending on the pole butt diameter.

1. Remove overburden : The pole must rest directly on the rock, so all loose overburden (soil, gravel, etc.)
must be removed.

2. Evaluate rock : If the rock is fractured or unsound, an alternative method to the ROCKANCHOR

should be used. For example, if the rock can easily be broken, shovelled or augured, this would suggest insufficient rock
soundness.

3. Check slope : The maximum allowable slope in the rock under the pole for a ROCKANCHOR installation is 3 inches, over the diameter of the pole butt. For example: there must not be a gap of more than 3 inches between the
pole butt and the rock, and the pole must rest on the rock at some point.

4. Decide on number of modules :

Consult the SELECTION CHART to decide on the required number of modules for the installation, which varies with the pole
butt diameter. Where the ranges overlap, the required ground line moments will determine the number of modules to be used.

5. Assemble rock drilling template : Choose the appropriate template core for the configuration chosen (i.e. 3, 4 or 5 modules). Insert the sleeves into the template core.

6. Adjust template : Fit the assembled template to the pole butt, adjusting it for the pole size. Place the

template right side up on the rock so that the holes to be drilled point outward from the pole center. The proper slope is given
by the drilling sleeve. On slope rock, use the leveling bolts to ensure that the template is level before drilling.

7. Drill holes : Begin at the highest point of the rock and drill a 2 inch diameter hole through the template to a

depth of 24 inches. Continue drilling the remaining holes through the template to the same depth, when mesured from a horizontal line. All rock dust should be cleaned out.

8. Insert the anchors : With all holes drilled, remove the template and drop the anchors into the holes.
Loosely connect the bands with the studs.

9. Erect pole & tighten bands : Lift and hold the pole in place vertically. Tighten all the studs to
grip the pole within the bands. Ensure that all nuts are firmly tightened.

10. Tighten anchor bolts : Tighten the nuts of the anchor bolts firmly. In sound rock a positive anchor

will develop from the expansion shell. In poor rock you will run out of thread before developing an adequate bond and an alternate location or method must be used.

11. Install lag bolts: Install all lag bolts with a wrench. Pre-drilling holes in the pole and using an impact
wrench or socket wrench are recommended. Release the pole.

12. Final steps: Grouting of the holes is optional if ice is a concern. Back fill any removed overburden if desired.

13. Maintenance : Incorporate the ROCKANCHOR into the regular pole and line maintenance schedule
and procedures. At each inspection ensure that all nuts and lags are in place and tight.
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